A role for alpha4-integrin in the pathology following Semliki Forest virus infection.
Migration of cells into the central nervous system (CNS) is a pivotal step in the pathogenesis of immune-mediated diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS), experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) and virus-induced demyelinating diseases. Such migration is dependent on expression of adhesion molecules. The expression of adhesion molecules in the CNS was studied in Biozzi ABH mice infected with Semliki Forest virus (SFV) A7(74) - an important demyelinating model of MS. Expression of LFA-1alpha/CD11a, LFA-1beta/CD18 and ICAM-1/CD56 were rapidly elevated and remained high whereas MAC-1, CD44 and VCAM-1/CD106 were less widely expressed. The alpha4-integrin VLA-4/CD49d was more specifically associated with CNS lesions. To identify the importance of VLA-4, CD44, ICAM-1 and MAC-1 in the pathogenesis of SFV infection, monoclonal antibodies that block these adhesion molecules were administered in vivo during infection. Anti-VLA-4 treatment dramatically reduced the cellular infiltrates and demyelination within the CNS but did not affect the clearance of virus while antibodies to CD44, ICAM and MAC-1 antibody treatment had no effect. This study demonstrates that SFV infection induces the expression of adhesion molecules within the CNS and that VLA-4 plays an important role in the development of inflammation and demyelination in the CNS following SFV infection.